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1. INTRODUCTION

Here we deal with nonrelativistic scattering theory. To be more precise
we shall speak about neutron elastic and inelastic scattering, which is met in
condensed matter research. We limit ourselves to this case for the sake of sim-
plicity only. Everything we discuss here can be generalized to more complicated
processes.

The simplest process is elastic s-wave scattering from a fixed center, which
is usually described by the wave function

b
T = exp (ikr - exp (ikr), (1)

r

containing an incident plane wave and a scattered spherical wave with a factor b
called the scattering amplitude. This amplitude has dimension of length, and it
gives cross section 47r1b 12 with dimension of area.

Such wave function is not appropriate for description of scattering, because it
does not satisfy the free Schr6dinger equation. According to quantum mechanics
we need an asymptotic wave function after scattering, which is a superposition of
free states satisfying the free Schr6dinger equation. In the next section we show
how to do this by nonstationary and stationary methods.

The nonstationary method is well known, and in section 3 we briefly discuss
how this method is used in some textbooks ( 1 2. These books are considered as
providing the proof of validity of the SST. However, their proof is not correct,
and we show at what point. The main point is: the proof starts with an initial
wave packet state, and scattering probability is defined as a transition from the
wave packet state to the state of a plane wave. We claim that such transition is
impossible, because unitarity is violated. In the mentioned textbooks unitarity is
considered as equality of a number of plane wave components before and after
scattering. However, this equality means conservation of wave packet normal-
ization. So, to be consistent, we need to find the transition from an initial wave
packet state into a final also wave packet state, and in section 4 we show how to
do this at least for elastic scattering of a wave packet on a fixed center.

It is of a surprise to find out that the scattering probability of the wave packets
does not depend on impact parameter, though this fact can be well explained in
wave mechanics. However, to get cross section from the scattering probability
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we need to add to the wave mechanics an additional hypothesis that scattering is
absent, when the target is outside of the wave packet.

In section we consider scattering of neutrons from an arbitrary system,
taking into account that wave packets scatter like plane waves. The standard
approach starting with Fermi golden rule is criticized, and the direct way of
calculation of the scattering probability is described. In section 6 this approach
is applied to the neutron scattering on a monatornic gas. First we show how
to get standard formulas for total and differential cross sections. After that we
show that the value of the cross section is uncertain, because calculation of it
in different ways gives different and even diverging expressions. We conclude
that analysis of scattering reveals catastrophic discrepancy inherent in quantum
mechanics, and we can only suggest some way to resolve this difficulty.

In the final section we give a summary of the paper, and sum up all our
reasonings and contradictions, which were met and resolved here.

2. ASYMPTOTIC WAVE FUNCTION

According to the standard quantum mechanics (SQM), if a system has eigen
states iP, its initial state is V)j, and the wave function after scattering is IF, then to
find a result of scattering we need to expand IF over eigen states, i.e. to represent
it in the form

= i + E aif of, (2)
f

where aif are expansion coefficients, and index i in them points to the initial state
before scattering. It immediately follows from 2) that scattering is a transition
from the state to states of, and probability of transition from the initial
i-state to a definite final f :� i-state is described by dimensionless magnitudes
Wif = laif 12. The unitarity condition is

11 + aii 12 + E laif 12 (3)

f0i

Summation in expression 2) means discrete spectrum, used here for the sake
of simplicity, however, it is ot essential, and we can (and shall) deal also with
continuous spectra of quantum numbers i.

Now we can show that (1) does not correspond to the above principles of
calculation of transition probabilities in quantum mechanics.
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2.1. What is Wrong in SST. What do we do in SST? Eigen states of a
particle are described by plane waves Vi = exp (ikr), but the scattered wave
function after, say, elastic s-wave scattering, is described by the spherical wave,
qf = V)i cc exp (ikr)/r, which is not an eigen state, and even is not a solution of
the free Schr6dinger equation, because

[A + k 2, exp (ikr) - 4-7r5(r), (4)
r

where the right-hand side contains the Dirac J-function, which is not identical
zero in the whole space.

2.2. What Should We Expect According to SM. According to principles of
SQM we must represent the scattered wave function as a superposition of plane
waves

T = exp (ikr - I f (Q)dQ exp (ikor), (5)

where is a solid angle of the scattered particle, and f (Q) is dimensionless prob-
ability amplitude. Then the intensity of scattering into the angle is described
by dimensionless probability

dW Q) = I f (,Q 12 dQ, (6)

and the total probability w of scattering is dimensionless integral

W I dW(Q = If(Q) 12 dQ. (7)

To satisfy unitarity we must write the incident wave with some amplitude
I - f (0), then the unitarity condition will lead to

2Ref (0) = lf(0)12 + W. (8)

2.3. How to Meet Our Expectation. To be consistent we need to find
asymptotic limit of the wave function (1). It is possible to do this in two ways:
to find stationary function after scattering at long distances from the scatterer or
to find nonstationary wave function at long times t -� oo.

2.3. 1. Asymptotic of Stationary Function at Long Distances. Formula (1) can
be improved immediately, if we use Fourier expansion for the spherical wave:

exp (ikr) - i exp (ipjr + ip, jzj) d2p", (9)
r 27r PZ
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where we fix the direction from the scatterer to the observation point as z-axis,
and integrate over all components pi, parallel to x, y plane with z-component of

the momentum being equal to pz =

The range of integration over p 9 is infinite, and, in particular, it includes
those p,, for which p2 > k 2 . At these Pi, the component p. is imaginary,11
and exp(ip.,jzj) is an exponentially decaying function. If the distance to the
observation point is large enough ater we discuss what does it mean <<enough>>),
we can neglect exponentially decaying terms, and restrict integration to p2 < k2:

exp (ikr) �� i exp (ipjr + ipz1ZD d2 pli (10)

r 27r f PZ
P2<k2

In this integral we can substitute

d2p = 3pJ (P2 /2 - k 2/2)9(p.,z > 0), (I )
PZ

where p2 2 + P 2, p,, is a variable, and we introduced the step functionPil Z
19(x), which is unity or zero, when inequality in its argument is satisfied or not,
respectively. Substitution of 11) into (10) gives

exp (ikr) i f exp (ipr)E)(pz > ) d 3pj(p2 /2 - k 2 /2)
r 2-7r

ik f exp (ik,,r)dQ, 12)
27r

47r

where kQ is the wave vector of the length k pointing into the direction in the
element dQ of the solid angle Q.

Let us now find. what values do we neglect excluding exponentially decaying
terms from the integrand. For this we calculate the integral

I d2P11
exp(-p�z+ipjjrjj)d2P' < 1 exp(-p'r) (13)1 27r Z r27r f PZ f PZ

p2 >k2 j > V
11 11

where P' V1pj �V' and we replaced z by the distance r between scatterer

and observation point.
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Thus we have found the asymptotical form of the wave function after scat-
tering

4 (k,,r) = exp (ikr - b exp (ikr = exp (ikr - ibk exp(iknr)dD, 14)
r 2-7 I

47r

which is equivalent to (5), with scattering probability amplitude

bk b
f (0) (15)27r

and scattering probability

,(Q)12 1, 12 1, 2,

dw (2) dQ dQ, w dw(Q) 4-7r - (16)
f

47r

where A = 2r/k is the neutron wave length. We see that (1) is reduced to 14),
when we neglect the terms of the order b/r. Since the decision to neglect or not
neglect this term is at will of the physicist, then the distance r from the center
is not asymptotical one, being even of light years size, if he does not neglect it.
On the other side, the distances of the order I �. are asymptotical ones, if b/r is
neglected.

2.3.2. The Nonstationary Derivation of Asymptotic Wave Function at Large
Times t --+ oo. To find nonstationary asymptotic of the wave function (1) it is
sufficient to include in it the time-dependent factor exp (iwkt), where k

k 2/2, and to use Fourier representation

50(r, t = b exp (ikr - iwkt)
r

b exp (iPr - wkt), W = 2 /2, 17)
(27r)2I Lop

for the spherical wave.
We can add and subtract iwpt in the exponent, and represent the field 17)

as a superposition of plane waves

Jo f(p, t) exp (ipr - iwpt)d 3P (18)

with amplitudes
AP, t = b exp(i[wp-Wk1t) (19)

(2ir)2 W - k - e

which depend on time t.
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Now we use the evident relation

t
exp (i[wp - k1t) = i f exp (i[wp - Wkjt')dt', (20)

WP Wk - if -00

which in the limit t --> oo gives the law of energy conservation

t

i lim exp (i[wp - wk]t')dt' = 2riJ((J)p - Wk = 47riJ (P2 - k2). (21)00 _C'O

In this limit (18 is

6V ib exp (ipr - iwpt)d 3Pj(P2 -k 2 = ibk f dQ exp(ik,,,r-iWkt), 22)
7r 2-7r

47r

and we get dimensionless scattering probability amplitude (15) and the total
scattering probability w = 47rlb/,\12, whi 'ch coincides with 16).

2.4. Scattering Cross Section. We found dimensionless scattering probabil-
ity, but almost all the experiments are interpreted in terms of scattering cross
sections. To get a cross section we are to introduce a front area A of the inci-
dent particle wave function, and suppose that scattering takes place only, if the
scattering center crosses this area.

Let us compare experimental and theoretical definitions of the cross section
in an experiment schematically shown in Fig. 1. If the detector registers N,

S
NS

Nj
A

d

Fig. 1. Definition of cross section for a single atom
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neutrons per unit time, then the total probability W f a single neutron to be
scattered in the sample into the given direction is

W = N - N,, (23)
Ni JS'

where J is the neutron flux density, is the area of the sample immersed into
the neutron flux, and N = JS is the total number of neutrons incident on the
sample per unit time.

The scattering probability I per unit atom is defined as

WI W (24)
Na

where N is the number of atoms on the way of a single neutron. If the neutron
wave function has area A, then the number of atoms N is equal to NoAd, where
No is atomic density and d is the sample thickness. From 24) we immediately
find the scattering cross section of a single neutron per single atom

o = Awl = W -_ N., - N., = N,, (25)
Nod NNod JSNod JNoV'

where V is the sample volume V = Sd. The second equality in 25) defines
experimentally measured quantity for a thin sample with area wider than the
beam area, and the last equality defines the experimentally measured quantity
for a small sample with area smaller than the beam width. To interpret the
measured quantity as a cross section we must compare it to Awl. Of course,
this A includes also dimension of the single'nucleus, so for a point neutron the
cross section can be interpreted as cross area of the nucleus. However, in this
case we have a paradox: sometimes the cross section is several orders of
magnitude larger than the nucleus area. We avoid the paradox, if accept that A
is considerably larger than nucleus.

It is important to note that the neutron-nucleus scattering process is a conse-
quence of a short range interaction. However, this short range interaction becomes
a long range one because of properties of the neutron wave function. This long
range property is demonstrated in such effects as total reflection and diffraction
in crystals. To calculate probability of these effects it is sufficient to suppose that
the wave function is a plane wave. Introduction of the finite front area means
that the particle wave function is not a plane wave, but a wave packet.

This wave packet cannot be spreading, because if it were, the transmission
of the sample would decrease, when smple is shifted from source to detector,
and nobody, as far as we know, had ever observed such a phenomenon.
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One of the possible candidates for the nonspreading wave packet is the
singular de Broglie wave packet (dBWP) 3-51

exp (slr - vtj
,OdB (r, t) exp (ikr - iwt) (26)

S ir - vt1

where w = [k 2 _ S2] /2, s determines the packet width, and v is a wave packet
velocity, which in our units m = = I coincides with the wave vector k. The
front area of 26) can be estimated as AdB = r/S 2. This area is considerably
larger than interatomic distance, because of long range interaction with many
atoms, so the dimensions of nuclei can be neglected.

3. THE PROOF OF SST IN TEXTBOOKS AND ITS FLAW

The reader may doubt our definition of the cross section having in mind that in
such well-known books as those by Goldberger & Watson [I], and by J. Taylor 2]
wave packets are used to proof correctness of SST. We briefly outline here their
proof and show its flaw. The ain point is the following:- the incident wave
packet ) is represented as the Fourier expansion f dpa(p)1p), where 1p) is a
plane wave with wave number p, and a(p) are the Fourier coefficients. After
scattering this wave packet is transformed into

d3pa(p) p') d31 1 d3p'b(p') p'), (27)
f ( ISIP)

where is S-matrix, and

b (p') (p'1�1p)a(p)d'p. (28)

The scattering probability is defined as

dw(p' = b(p')j'd'p', (29)

i.e. the scattering probability is defined by the Fourier coefficients of the expan-
sion. It is the same as for free wave packet to define scattering probability by
ja(p)j2d3p. Below we present more details of this proof and arguments against
its validity.

3.1. Steps to the Proof
1. In this proof a wave packet ) for initial state of incoming particle long

before scattering is introduced. In this state the particle is far from scatterer
(target) and therefore its dynamics is described by free Hamiltonian Ho:

10(t)) = exp(-iH (30)
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The wave packet is represented by Fourier expansion over plane waves

d 3pa(k - p)jp), (31)

where k is momentum of the packet, IP) is eigen function of the momentum
operator: rIp) = exp (ipr), and a(p) are numerical coefficients.

2. A wave function I ) of the particle at the interaction moment t = 
is introduced. At that time dynamics of the particle is described by the full
Hamiltonian H containing interaction potential V. The time dependence of this
function is determined by expression IT (t)) = exp (-iHt I T).

3. Two of the above functions IT) and ) are related to each other by
requirement that at t - -oo the wave function exp(-iHt)IT) asymptotically
transforms into exp (-iHot) 10), i.e. at t --+ -oo we have

exp (-iHt IT) --+ exp (-iHot) 10) (32)

or
iH -iHotIT = Q IA 0 = lim U(O, t), U(O, t) = e te (33)t--00

The limiting operator is called M61ler operator 2].
4. According to 33) the operator U(O, t) satisfies the differential equation

i (9 U(Ot = -eiHtVe-iHt' (34)
Yt 

because H - Ho = V. It follows from this equation that

0

n+=I-i f e iHt' Ve-'HOt'dt', (35)

-00

and

0

IT)= 1-i f dt'e'Ht'Ve-'HOt'
-00

=fd3pa(k-p) 1-i f dtY(H-E,,)t'V 1P), 36)

-00

where we used the relation exp (-iHot) p) = exp (-iEpt) Ip).
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Integration of 36) over t' leads to

d3pa(k-p) I- 1 V] p) f d 3pa (k - p) (37)
f I H - Ep - ic

where the function V)p), which replaces plane waves at the time, when interaction
is acting, is introduced.

5. This function is

IVP) V] IP). (38)H - Ep - C

It satisfies the full Schr6dinger equation with interaction

(H - Ep)IV)p = 0, (39)

and in agreement with standard representation contains the incident plane and
outgoing spherical waves.

6. Using the following identity

(B - A) (40)
B -A

we find that

1 1 (41)
H - Ep - ic Ho - Ep - iE H - Ep - ie)

Therefore IOp) is transformed to

IV)P = [I I 1P), (42)
Ho - Ep - ieTl

where

T=V-V - Ep - �ic V. (43)

7. An asymptotical state IX) of the particle after scattering -is defined. Its dy-
namics is again determined by the free Hamiltonian Ho: X(t)) exp (-iHot)IX).

This state is also a wave packet I X = f dpIp) a, k, p).

8. A correspondence between I) and IX) is established by the requirement
that at t --+ +co the wave function exp (-iHt)IQ) transforms into exp (-iHotft):

exp(-iHt)IP) exp(-iHot)IX), (44)
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or

JX = lim e'Hot e-iH1 Id 3 pa(k - p lop)
t�00

Ern e ot d3pa(k-p)e-'E'1tl*p), 45)
t 00 I

where in the last equality Eq. 39) is taken into account.
9. The function 10p) is expanded over plane waves. Then 45) becomes

IX = lim d3 pa(k - ) I d3pe'E-," p") (p I Op e'E t, (46)
t 001

with account of exp (iHot) lp') = exp (iEpt) lp). Substitution of 42) brings

IX = lim I d 3PI1A d3pa(k - V) xt-00

ei(E,,-Bp)t

X 19(p - PI) - Ep - Ep - ic (p, TIP)] - (47)

10. It follows from 20) that

IX) d'p'lp') I dpa(k - p) [J(p - p') - 27riJ(Ep, - Ep)T(p', p)]

d3P'IP') d3p(P$§lp)a(k - p), (48)

where T(pl, p) = (p'lTlp), and scattering matrix with matrix elements

(p'l,§Ip = p - p' - 265(Ep - Ep)TV, p) (49)

is introduced.
3.2. The Flaw of the Proof. As indicated above, we presented main steps

to the proof, but not the proof itself. The steps are correct and they demonstrate
that our approach to get asymptotical state after scattering (compare 20), 21)
with 47), 48)) is well justified.

Now we show the next step to the proof, which is not correct. This step
introduces probability of scattering. It is suggested that after scattering detectors
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register not a wave packet but a plane wave, so the probability of scattering from
the state of the wave packet

10) =- 10(k)) d3pa (k - p) p)

with momentum k into the plane wave lp') with momentum p is

2

dw = dp'j(p'jjX)j' = d 3p, f d3p(p'l.�1p)a(k _P) (50)

Since the state 1p) is nonnormalizable, such a definition violates unitarity: the
normalized state transforms into nonnormalizable, so the norm is not conserved.

In all textbooks mentioned above the unitarity is considered as equality of a
number plane wave components in the initial and final wave packets, but not as
equality of norms of the initial and final states. We think it is not correct.

From unitarity of the S-rnatrix it follows that norm of the wave function is
conserved, so if ) is a wave packet normalized to unity, then the final wave
function JX) after scattering must be also normalized to unity. It would be more
consistent, if the final state is represented as a superposition of wave packets

3IX) f d kb(k , kIo(k')), (51)

and b(k - k = O(k')1�10(k)) defines the amplitude of transition p robability
from the wave packet state 10(k)) with momentum k into wave packet state
10(k')) with momentum k.

In fact, in the books [ 1 2 and others only scattering of plane waves is
considered, and the initial wave packet defines only spectrum of plane waves in
the incident beam. However, in this case it is more accurate to find probability
amplitude of the plane wave scattering

P!2 3P,d = -2-7riT(p!,p)6(p�/2 /2)d 27ripT(p�, p)dW (52)

into solid angle element d', to make with it the probability of scattering

dw = 12-7rpT(p�,p) 12 dQ',

and to average this-probability over the spectrum of initial states

< dw > f a(k p 12d3PI27rpT(P,,P)12 dn'. (53)
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However, in this case we obtain only dimensionless probability, and it is im-
possible to find a cross section because plane waves do not have finite dimension
of the wave front.

With definition (50) of the scattering probability it is possible to define
the scattering cross section, but even in this case, to get a cross section from
probability you need an additional hypothesis, which was never clearly formulated
because it looks evident from the common sense.

3.3. Transformation of Probability into Cross Section. This transformation
is slightly different in various books, and it is useful to look at this difference.
We introduce here only two ways presented in books [ 1 2.

3.3.1. Transition to Cross Section According to Goldberger Watson. Ac-
cording to (50) the scattering probability is defined by the Fourier coefficient in
expansion 48) over plane waves p'):

dw = d 3 p'(27r)2 T(p',p,)T*(p',P2)a(k pl)a*(k P2)X

3 �(P2 _ 2 j(P12 _ 2d PId3P2 1/2 2/2) /2 1/2). 54)

It means that the incident wave packet is considered as a coherent unity but not
as incoherent superposition of plane waves in the incident beam.

The momenta I and P2 in matrix elements T(p',Pl,2) are replaced by
the average momentum k of the initial wave packet. As a result we obtain:
T(p',p,)T*(p',P2) ;�- T(p',k) 12 . The momentum pi in S(p,2 /2 _p2 /2) is also
replaced by k, and, as a result, the product dp'5 (p12 /2 - p2 /2) is transformed
to kd92', where is the solid angle in the space of vectors p'. The Munction
5(p2 /2 _ p2 /2) is represented as1 2

00

j(P2 _ 2 (it P2 _ 2)1/2 2/2) dtexp 1 2 /2)_ (55)
2ir

-00

The difference P2 in the exponent is replaced by
2 _ 2

Pi P2 (PI P2)(Pl - p2) ;z:: 2k(p, P2)- (56)

After that expression 54) becomes
00

dw = dQ'k27rlT(p', k) 12 f dtlo(tk) 12, (57)

-00

where the representation

O(r = rjo) d3pa(k - p) (,r p) d3pa(k - p) exp (ipr) (58)

of the wave packet is used.
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If we choose the coordinate system with z-axis along k, then 57) becomes
identical to

00
dw = dQ'27rjT(p', k) 12f dZ I 0 (0, 0 Z 12. (59)

-00

Since the wave packet is normalized to unity

f d3rj0(,r)j2 = , (60)

the integral f J0(0,0,z)j'dz has dimensionality 1/CM2, therefore it can be con-

sidered as density of the incident particles J. It follows immediately that

do, = dw = dQ'27rlT(p', k) 12, (61)
7

and the obtained cross section does not depend on the form of the wave packet.
However, it is important to note, that the target scatterer is supposed to cross
through the wave packet 10).

3.3.2. Transition to Cross Section According to J. Taylor. According to 57)
the scattering center crosses the wave packet of the scattered particle, and at the
moment t = it coincides with the packet center 1], as is shown in Fig. 2 Due
to that the expression contains 0(kt):

0(kt = rlo)lr=kt d3pa (k - p) exp (ipkt), (62)

instead of 0(r) (58).

r7'�z=kt

111':�

Fig. 2 Position of scatterer at t = with respect to wave packet of scattered particle. On
the left-hand side the packet center coincides with scatterer. Such a position is used in 111.
On the right-hand side the position of the packet center is characterized by the impact
parameter p. Such a parameter is used for derivation of cross section in 2]
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J. Taylor in his book 21 introduces an impact parameter p I k of the wave
packet center with respect to scatterer. With the impact parameter expression 62)
changes to

0(kt + p) d3pa(k - p) exp (ipkt + ipp), (63)

and Eqs. 57), and 59), respectively, take the form

00

dw(p = d9 2'k27 JT(p', k) I'J dtlo(tk + p', (64)

-00
00

dw(p = d!Q'27rjT(p', k) 12 f dzlk(p., P'Y Z 12_ (65)

-00

We see that the scattering probability into element dQ' depends on p. The
cross section is defined as an integral over impact parameters

00

do, f d 2pdW(p) = dQ'2,xjT(p1, k 1 f d3 rjo(r) 12

-00

= dQ'2-7rlT(p', k) 12, (66)

where normalization condition 60) is used. The result completely coincides with
(61) in agreement with SST. However, we want to note again, that it is implicitly
assumed that there are no scattering, if the impact parameter is larger than the
wave packet radius, though the final result does not depend on wave packet
dimensions.

4. SCATTERING OF WAVE PACKETS

We see that the proof of validity of SST is not perfect because of unacceptable
definition of probability of scattering, according to which a wave packet after
scattering transforms to plane waves, though according to unitarity it should
remain a wave packet. Now we want to show how to calculate scattering of wave
packets at least in the simplest case of elastic scattering from a fixed center. We
consider a wave packet not as a preparation of a particle in some state, but as
an intimate property of the particle. It means that the particle after scattering
is the same packet as before scattering. In general all the wave packets can be
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represented as Fourier expansion

,O(k, r, s, t = Gsjr - ktj) exp (ikr - iw(k)t)

= f d 3p a(k, p) exp [ipr - iw(p, k)t], 67)

where parameter s determines width of the packet, a(k, p) and w (p, k) are func-
2 2tions of invariant variables k , P and kp.

4.1. Elastic Scattering of Wave Packets on a Center. The primary wave
packet describes a free incident particle. Its Fourier expansion contains plane
waves exp (ipr), which satisfy the free equation

[A 2] exp (ipr = 0. (68)

In the presence of a potential u(r)/2 the plane wave should be replaced by the
wave function Op(r), which is a solution of the equation

[A - u (r)],O, (r = (69)

containing exp (ipr) as the incident wave. Substitution into 67) transforms it to

V (k, r, t) d3p a(k, p-Op(r) exp [-iw(p, ktl. (70)

After scattering on a fixed center with impact parameter p, the incident plane
wave transforms to a superposition of plane waves

Vp(r) = exp (ipp) f dOf (n) exp (ipn [r - p), (71)

where f (Q) is the probability amplitude of a plane wave with wave vector p to
be transformed to the plane wave with wave vector pn pointing into direction
fl in the element of solid angle dQ. This amplitude for isotropic scattering is
f (Q) == bp/2-7r. Dependence on p is an irritating moment, however, since the
spectrum of wave packets has a sharp peak at p = k, we can approximate f (Q)
by bk/2ir.

The vector pa in 71) is of length p, but it is turned by angle from p.
Substitution of 7 1) into 67) for exp (ipr) transforms 67) to the form

ip (k, r, t) d3p a(k, p) exp (ipp)dilf (Q) exp [ipn [r - p] - iw(p, k)t]. 72)
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Since a(kp), pp and w(kp) are invariant with respect to rotation, we can
replace them with a(kn, pn), pnpn and w(kn, pn). After that we can transform
integration variable p --+ p, and drop index of p. As a result we transform
(72) to the form

?P (k, r, t) dp a(kn, p) exp (ippn)dQf (Q) x

x exp[ip[r - pi - iw(p, kn)t), 73)

which can be represented as

0 (k,,r, t) = f dOf Q)Oo(kn,, - p + pQ, t), (74)

where denotes the wave packet of the the same form as that of the incident
particle. Now we see that the packet as a whole is scattered with probability
dW = Jf(Q) 12dQ = bk/27rjdQ, which, surprisingly, has no dependence on impact
parameter p as in the case of plane waves. It shows that scattering of wave packets
is almost the same as that for plane waves. The difference between them is of
the order s1k, where s is the wave packet width in the momentum space, as in
the case of the de Broglie wave packet 26).

To get cross section from probability we need an additional hypothesis that
the scattering takes place only when the particle wave packet overlaps the target
position. This hypothesis is outside of the wave mechanics, so we can say
that without this hypothesis the wave mechanics is incomplete theory, i.e. it is
insufficient to describe scattering of particles.

With the additional hypothesis we can write cross section as a = Aw, where
A is the cross area of the particle wave packet. In the case of the de Broglie
wave packet 26) this area is 7rls 2 . To show that the de Broglie singular wave
packet 26) is the most appropriate one, we consider below three types of wave
packets.

4.2. Three Types of the Wave Packets. All the packets are representable in
the form 67), -and they differ by the Fourier coefficients ap, k) and dispersion
w (p, k). We consider three types of the wave packets and discuss which one is
the most appropriate for description of particles.

4.2.1. The Gaussian Wave Packet. The most popular in the literature is the
Gaussian wave packet

Oa (ri k, t S) = 3/2 eikr-ik2t/2 exp S2[r - kt]2 (75)
Vr-r(l + itS2) 2[1 + itS2]

3
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This packet is normalized to unity, satisfies the free Schr8dinger equation, but
spreads in time. Because of this spreading its form in space does not coincide
with that shown in 67).

Its Fourier components are

F9 (p, k, s = ( 32 exp (- (k _ P)2 /2S2), w (p, k) = 2 /2, (76)
27rs-1/i

where s is the width in momentum space. The spectrum of wave vectors p is
spherically symmetrical with respect to the central point p = k and decays away
from it according to Gaussian law.

The cross area of this packet can be defined as

AG f 7rP2 d 3rIG(r, k, t S 12 

P2d 2P S2 exp S2P2 I + t2S4 . 77)
j 1 + t284 1 + t2S4 S2

4.2.2. Nonsingular de Broglie Wave Packet. It is known that there are no
nonspreading normalizable wave packets, which satisfy the free Schr6dinger equa-
tion. However, nonnormalizable wave packets do exist. As an example we can
demonstrate nonsingular de Broglie wave packet 3]

,0.,(r, k, t, s = exp (ikr - iwt) jo(sir - vtJ), (78)

in which Wk = k 2/2 + 2/2 and v = k in units h2/M = . The packet 78 is
a spherical Bessel function jo(sr) exp (_i$2 t/2), which center is moving with
the speed v. This packet satisfies the free Schr6dinger equation. Its Fourier
components are

F(p, k, s = F,,, (p, k, s) oc ((k _ P)2 _ S2), w(p, k) = 2 /2, (79)

and spectrum of p is a sphere of radius in momentum space with centrum at
the point p = k. Since it is not normalizable, its front area is infinite like in the
plane wave case.

4.2.3. The Singular de Broglie Wave Packet. The singular de Broglie wave
packet 3)

OdB (r, k, t, s) = C exp (ikr - iwt) exp (slr - vtJ) (80)
Jr - vtj
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is normalizable one with normalization constant C = V�s_/27r defined by the
relation

f dr IV) s, v, r, t)12 = 1. (81)

The parameter s is the width of the packet in momentum space and reciprocal
width in coordinate space, v is te packet speed, and = v 2 - 2)/2. We see
that is less than kinetic energy by the term s 2/2, which can be considered as
the bound energy of the packet.

The singular de Broglie wave packet satisfies inhomogeneous Schr6dinger
equation

C9+ Al 'OdB (r, v, t, s = -27rCe i(V2+52 )t/29(r - vt), (82)
& 2

which right-hand side is zero everywhere except one point along trajectory in free
space.

The Fourier coefficients of the singular de Broglie wave packet are

F(p, k, s = dB (p, k = 4-7r 1 (83)
F�S7r (27r)l (p - k)2 + S2

and
w(p, k = 2kp - k 2 _ S21 /2 = P2 _ k _ )2 _ S2] /2. (84)

The spectrum of wave vectors p is spherically symmetrical with respect to the

central point p = k and decays away from it according to Lorenzian with
width s.

The Fourier coefficients 83) and frequency 84) become the same as for

spherical wave

2 exp (ikr) 47r exp (-ik 2t/2) d3p,
exp (-ik t/2) r (27r)3 exp (ipr) P 2- - (85)

after substitution k - and s ik.

The front area of the singular de Broglie wave packet can be defined as

00 2sVp2 �+X2)
S _7,P2 eXP _

AdB = 7r f 2dx7rdP2 P2 + X2 (86)

0

After change of variables y = x1p, we get

00 00
p (-2spVr + y2) 7 f dy 7

AdB = 7rS dydpp"x = - - -. 87)
f + 2 YS 2 (I + y2)5/2 U2
0 0
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4,2.4. Genesis of the Singular de Broglie Wave Packet. The singular de
Broglie wave packet descends from the spherical wave. Indeed, let us consider
the spherical wave with energy q 2/2

Cr, t, q = exp (-iq 2t/2) exp (iqr) (88)
r

This wave satisfies inhomogeneous Schr6dinger equation

+ A] (r, t, q) 2.7r exp (- iq 2t/2)J(r). (89)
2

The right-hand side describes the center radiating the spherical wave. If we
change to the reference system moving with the speed v = k, ten we must
transform the function 

0(r, t, q) -4 T(r, k, t, q) = exp (ikr - ik 2t/2 - iq 2t/2) xp (iq Jr - kt 1) .(90)
ir - ktj

The transformed function is the spherical wave around moving center. It satisfies
the equation

+ A] = 2-7r exp (i[k 2 - q2] t/2)�(r - kt). (9 )
2

2 2If the energy of the wave (88) is negative: q s i.e. the wave (88) describes
a bound state around the center, then 90) becomes

T (r, k, t is) = exp (ikr - ik2 t/2 + i.2t/2) exp (slr - ktj). (92)
ir - ktj

With normalization constant C expression 92) becomes identical to (80). Thus
the singular de Broglie wave packet is the spherical Hankel function of imaginary
argument moving with the speed v.

4.2.5. Genesis of the Nonsingular de Broglie Wave Packet. The nonsingular
de Broglie wave packet is obtained by transformation to the moving reference
frame of te nonsingular spherical wave

jo(qr) exp (-iq'tl2),

which satisfies the homogeneous Schr6dinger equation. This way we can construct
a lot of nonsingular wave packets corresponding to different angular momenta .
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4.2.6. Resume. We considered three types of spherically symmetric wave
packets. However, only one of them is normalizable, and is not spreading. This
is the singular de Broglie wave packet, so it looks as the most appropriate one
for description of elementary particles. The scattering cross section, o- = Aw,
obtained with it coincides with generally accepted one o = 4rlbl', if the cross
area of the packet AdB is proportional to A 2. It is equivalent to s o k In
this case the packet width in coordinate space decreases with energy. Such a
behavior is in accord with the intuitive expectations that the slow particles have
wave properties, whereas the more fast ones are better described by corpuscular
mechanics.

5. SCATTERING FROM AN ARBITRARY SYSTEM

Since probability of scattering can be calculated in the same way as for plane
waves, we want to put the following question: is it possible to calculate this
probability in a direct way, without introducing of some finite volume L3, which
plays an auxiliary role, and is excluded at a final stage? We shall show that the
direct method exists, and, in general, it gives a result different from that of SST.
We apply the direct method to neutron scattering on monatomic gas and find,
when our result can be identical to that of SST. At the same time we find that
the result is ambiguous, and it proves once again that the wave mechanics and
the quantum mechanics are incomplete theories.

5.1. Scattering According to SST. Here we remind to the reader, following
the textbooks 6,71, how cross sections are calculated in SST. We find there a list
of rules one must follow to get an expression for the cross section.

5. L L Rules for Calculation of Scattering from an Arbitrary System in SST.
First we consider general rules for an arbitrary scattering system.

1. The starting point is the <<Fermi Golden Rule>>, according to which one
defines probability of scattering per unit time (though it does not depend on
time)

27r 12
dw(ki-*kf,t),=.-I(Af,kflVl,\i,ki) P(Efk) (93)

of the neutron in an initial state k > from the system in a state 1\j > to final
neutron and system states Jkf > Xf > respectively. Here V is an interaction
potential, which we can represent in the form

h2
= -4,7rbJ(r - r2), (94)

2,m
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where r, r2 are neutron and atom coordinates, respectively, p(Efk) is the density
of final states of the neutron per unit energy Efk:

( L ) d3k L ) mkdQk
p(Ek) = - h227r WEk 2-7r (95)

3 h2d k = k2dkdg2k, dEk = kdk,
M

dQk is an element of the solid angle in k-space, L is some (arbitrary large) size
of a space cell, and the energy conservation law is assumed.

Note that here we use normal units without m = = .
2. The neutron states are represented as

1
lkij >= 32 exp (ikif r). (96)

3. The expression 93) is multiplied by

1 =- dEfkJ(Efk + Ef - Eik - EiA),

where Ejk are initial and final neutron energies 2kf /2m, and Ef,\ are initial
and final energies of the scattering system. After multiplication one obtains the
double differential probability of scattering per unit time

d w(k - kft)
dQfdEfk

2ir I Af , kf IV lAi, k) 12 mk J(Efk + Ef - Eik - EA), 97)
7r-2 -fiT

which after substitution of 94) becomes

d w(ki --+ kft)
dQfdEfk

hkf bI 2 1 Af I exp (inr I Ai) 2 J(Efk + Ef - Eik - EiA), 98)
mL3

where = ki - kf is momentum transferred to the scatterer.
4. This double differential probability is divided by the incident flux

hki
mL3'

and as a result one obtains the double differential scattering cross section

d o (ki --+ kf , Ai --+ Af
dQfdEfk

kf lb 12 (,f Iexp (ir.,r) Ai) 12 J(Efk + Ef - Eik - EiA), 99)
ki
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or a triple differential neutron cross section

d 3
�kf3 o-(ki, i -4kfAf)

h2 1 12

- - bl I Af I exp (ir-r)lAi) J(Efk + EXf - Eik - EAj) (100)
m ki

for given initial and final states lAij > of the scatterer.
5. After that we sum (100) over final states of th e scatterer, average over its

initial states and find

d 3 7n 12 12 X
dk3 a(k, -� k2,P = �2k' lb E P(Ai) lAf I exp (irr)lAi)

f A i A f

X JEfk + EAf - Eik - EAj), (101)

where P(Ai) is probability for the scatterer to be in initial state Ai)-
If P(Ai) is the Maxwellian distribution AE,\1kBT), where T is tempera-

ture, and kB is the Boltzmann constant, then

d3 M 2 E m ( E\i 12 X
o,(ki -� k2,T = -p-lbl I Af I exp(irr I Ai)

dk3 ki kBTf Ai'Af

X J(Efk + EXf - Eik - EAJ- 102)

5.1.2. Scattering from a Monatomic Gas. Now we look how these general
rules are applied to such a simple system like a nionatornic gas. In this case the
states of the scatterer, A, are similar to those of neutrons, i.e. they are plane
waves JA) = p = L -3/2 exp (ipr).

1. The matrix elements are

(Af, kf IV Ai, ki = 47rb h2 d3r exp (i[k + pi - kf - pf ]r)
2m f T _6

27rbh2 (2ir)3 J(k +pi - kf - pf
mLr

The square of this matrix element, according to step 1, is equal to square of the
6-function, and it is represented as j2 = IL3 /(27r)3] (k + pi - kf - pf ). With
this representation one obtains 93) in the form

dw(i f = (27r)3hkf IbI2 J(k +pi - kf - pf)dQf. (103)
M f6F
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2. After steps 3 one obtains

d2
dQf dEfk w (ki --+ kf , t)

hkf (2?r)3 lb 12 5(k +pi - kf - pf)6(Efk + Efp - Eik - Eip), 104)
ra L r,

where Ek = h2k 2/2,m, Ep = 2p2/2M, and M is the atomic mass.
3. After step 4 one obtains

d o,(kipf - kfpi)
dQfdEfk

kf (2?r)3 lb 12 J(k + p kf - pf)6(Efk + Efp - Eik - Eip), (105)
ki L3

or the triple differential neutron cross section

da-(ki, pi kf , pf
dk3

f

(27r)3 lbl2j (k +pi - kf - pf )8(k 2 /2 + /tp2 /2- k 2/2 _ ZP2 /2), 106)
Pki f f i i

where t = m/M.
4. Summation over final states in step is integration over d3pf With weight

L3d3pf /(2-7r)3, which defines a number of final states in the volume V.

Averaging over the same Maxwellian distribution as above gives

d2or (k 1 -� k2, T) lb 12 kf f d3pf �(kj +pi kf -pf)x
dEfkQfk ki

2p2i 3

X 6(Eik + Eip - Efk - Efp)M d Pi
(2MkBT)

or

d3 or(ki kf , T) 2 lb 12 J(k +pi - kf - pf )d3p x
dk3 kif

2 + /6P2 2 _ 2)M h2pi!
x 5(kf f - k 'Upi (2MkBT) d3pi. (I 07)
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5. Now it is convenient to redefine temperature T --+ rABT, or to choose
unities h = m = kB = . Then the Maxwellian distribution is

2 = j 32

2T 2-7rT exp 2T (108)M (AP (-fL ) 

Substitution of it into 107) and integration over pf gives

d or ki kf , T)
dk3

f

= JbI2 J(ER - + APi) 3/2 exp (_,4 pi2 ) d 3P,' (109)

T f 2 rT ) 2T

where ER =un 2/2 is recoil energy, and = k - k 2f /2 is energy transferred
to the gas. After integration over d 3p,' we get the triple differential cross section

d3 1 12 1 P _ ER)2
- o,(ki 4 kfT = -lb exp (110)
dk 3 rki O;F/ 1T 4ERTf

6. Integration over d 3kf gives total cross section

4,7r JbJ2
o-(ki, T) (exp (-E,) + V 7r (2 E, + 1) P VfE-,

V TE, (I IL) 2 vrE,

where E = 012ILT is reduced energy of the incident neutron, and �P(x) is the
error function

x

1) (X = 2= dz exp (-z 2).Ir j0
5.2. Direct Calculation of Scattering. After repeating all the steps of SST

calculations, which involve an artificial introduction of a finite volume L 3, one
wonders, whether is it impossible to derive the scattering cross section without
that? Now we want to show how to make direct calculations without L.

5.2.1. The Direct Calculation of Scatteringfrom an Arbitrary System. Let the
scatterer to be described by the Hamiltonian H', which for the sake of simplicity
is supposed to have a discrete spectrum EA. The neutron scattering is determined
from solution of the Schr6dinger equation

19 h2
h +-A,-H"+V(rir2) O(rjr-2,t)=O, (112)

& 2m
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where interaction potential V is shown in 94). The solution of Eq. (I 12 in
perturbation theory is represented in the form

,O(ri, r2, t) =oo(ri, r2, t - 50(ri, r2, 0,

where 0 rl, r2, t) is initial wave function before scattering,

6qP(ri, r2, t =

G(r 1, r2, t; r' , r' , t') V (r' , r') Vo (r', r' , t') dr' dr' dt', (1 13)
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

and G is the Green function of Eq. (I 12) without interaction

i h a + h2 Al-H' Grlr2,t;r', r/ tf)
Yt 2m 2

-b(r, - r)J(r2 - r2)6(t - t')- 14)

For the function before scattering we take

Oo (ri, r2, t = D\i (r2) e-iExi t eikin -iEikt (115)

where ib,\ (r) and E\, are eigen function and eigen value of'the Hamiltonian H',
and ki, Eik = h2k?/2m are wave vector and energy of the incident neutron.

The Green function of Eq. (I 12) without interaction is

G(r - r', r - r' , t - t') = I ikfrj-iwt4,'\ (r2)X
1 2 (2,7r)4 e f

Af

d3 kf A) -ikfrI+'wt',Pjf(rf), 116)
x Efk + EAf - - e 2

which is easily checked by substitution of (I 16) into Eq. (I 14).
Substitution of 94), 116) and (1 15) into (I 13) gives

1 ikfrj-iwtj' d3 kf &,j -ikfrll+iwt,
(2ir) 4 e \f ('r2) _ e x

Xf Efk + E,\f - ie
h2

,\f (r') - 47rbJ(r' - r')-D,\, (r' ) exp (-iE\,t') exp (ikir'l - iikt')
2m

1: j d3kf -%f (r2)(Af, kf VIAj, ki) eikfrj-i(Eik+E,,)t' (117)
(27r)3 A Efk + EA - EA - EAj - iE

f
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where

h2
(Af , kf IV I Ai, ki) - 47rb d3rV f (r) exp(inr) D,\i (r) (118)

2m f A

is a matrix element of the interaction potential, and r. = ki - kf is the transferred
momentum.

At t 4 oo one can use the limit

lim exp (i (Ef A; E,\f - Eik - EAj ) t) 2,7ri9(Efk+EA,-Eik-EAi), 119)
t-00 Efk + EAf - Ei - EAj Ze

which upon substitution into (1 17) gives the asymptotical wave function

i 1: j d 3kf A,, kf IV I Ai, ki) x
(2-7r)2 Af

X 6Efk + E,\f - Eik - E\,),D,\-f (r2) e'E,\f t eikfri-iEfkt. 120)

The probability amplitude of transition from the initial state jAi, ki) to final state
iAfkf is

df(kiAi -� kfAf = �(AfkfjVjAiki)J(Efk E,\f -Eik -E,\i)
(2?r)2

m kf dQf (AfkfjVjAiki), 121)
h2 (2-7r)2

where

kf = k + 2m (E,\ - E,\fW2-

and Qf characterizes direction of the scattered neutron.
It follows from 121) that the probability of neutron scattering into element

of solid angle dQf and of transition of the system from the state jAi) into state
JAf is

dw(ki, 92f , Ai --+ Af g 12 k 2 dOf I Af , kf I V I Ai, ki 12. (122)
(2ir)4 T2 f

If we replace

M
F2 kf dQf d3kf 9(Eik + E,\ - Efk - E,\f
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i.e. make transition reciprocal to 121), we obtain

dw(ki, Qf Ai -� Af =

mkf d3kf 12 Efk + EAf
h2 r I(AfF2,77 f IV lAi, ki) Eik - EAJ- 123)

Substitution of the potential 94) gives

dw (ki, Qf , Ai --4 f

lb 12 h2 kf d3kf I(Af I exp (ir-r)lAi) 12 Ef k + EXf Eik - EA, (I 24)
M (2-7r)2

To get the cross section we must multiply the probability by the wave front area
A. We obtain an agreement with standard formula 106), if we suppose that
A = 27r)2/kikf.

5.2.2. Some Remarks. The above considerations for neutron scattering by an
arbitrary system are valid only, if both the neutron and the systems are described
by the same Schr6dinger equation, which has a single derivative on time. If the
system obeys a different equation with double derivative on time (this is the case,
when we consider scattering on oscillators), we need to use not the Schr6dinger
but different equation. What to do in this case needs separate considerations.

5.2.3. Direct Calculation of Scattering from a Monatomic Gas. When we
consider neutron scattering from a monatomic gas, we must treat the neutron and
atom of the gas in the same way. Collision of two particles changes the state of
both, thus we need to solve the Schr6dinger equation for both particles:

a+ Al pA2 u(r - r2, t) V) (r 1, r2, t = 0, (125)
at 2 2 2 1

where potential u is given in 94), rl, r2, m, M are coordinates and masses
of the neutron and atom, respectively, IL = lM, and we use unities in which

= = 1.
The Green function of Eq. 125) without interaction is

G(r - r', r - r', t - t)1 2

exp (ikf (r - r') + pf (r2 - r') - iw(t - t')) d3kf d3pf dw- 1 2 (126)
Efk + Efp - - ic (2,r)7

where Efk = k 2/2, Efp = jjp2 /2.f f
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The scattered part of the wave function is

2irb d3 kf d3pf &MY d'r2dt'
x

(27r)7 Ef k + Efp - ic

x exp (ikf (r - r'j) + ipf (r2- - r2) - i (t - t')) X

6(r' - r') exp (ikir" + ipir' - i(Eik + Eip)f)
1 2 1 2

b d3kfd 3pf 6(kf + pf - ki - pi)
x

(2,r)2 Ef-k + Efp - Eik - Bip - i6

xexp(ikfrj+,ipfr2-i(Eik+Ejp)t), 127)

where exp (ikir, - iEikt), exp (ipir2 - iEipt) describe incident plane waves of
the neutron and atom, respectively, with their energies Eik = k2/2
and Ep = pp?/2.

The wave function 127) can be represented as a superposition of plane
waves describing final states of the neutron, exp (ikf ri - iEfkt), and the atom,
exp (ipf r2.- iEfpt):

6qp f(ki, pi kf pf, t)d 3kfd 3Pfx

x exp(ikf ri + ipf r2 - iEfkt - iEfpt),

where

b 5(k + pf - ki - pi)
f (ki, pi - kf, pf, = - x-F2'7r)2 Efk + Ef p - Eik Eip - iC

x exp (i(Efk + Ejp - Eik - Eip)t).

Using the relation 20) we find in the limit t ---> oo that the: probability amplitude
for the particle to leave in the state kf and for the atom to leave in the state pf
is:

3 3pflim. f (ki, pi kf , pf _t)d kf d
00

d 3kf d3pf ib 5(kf + pf - ki - pS(Efk + Ef p - Eik - Eip).
2-7r

After integration over final momenta d3pf of the 'atom', "we otain probability
amplitude of scattering from an atom with momentum pi

f (k - kfpi = d 3 kf ib 5(k' + A(k + pi - kf )2 _ ki _ IZ�i!). (128)
fr
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Some remarks. Let us note that we sum the amplitude over final states, not
the probability, and it is more correct, because, if we are not interested what is the
final state of the atom, we must sum over them, since amplitudes with different
atomic states can interfere with each other.

Moreover, usually cross sections are averaged over initial states, but the
amplitude should also be averaged over initial states. Te amplitude averaged in
this way is the coherent amplitude, and its square gives coherent contribution to
coherent probabilities and coherent cross sections.

Averaging the squared amplitude over initial states gives total probability
and cross section, which consists of coherent and incoherent parts. There is an
interesting problem how to separate them experimentally.

5.2.4. Scattering in the Center-of-Mass System. Let us represent the argument
of the J-function in the form

k2+ I(k + pi - kf ) _ 2 2f i Ai
2 q2

(I + U) kf - �' P (129)
I+A ) I+tt ,

where P = ki +pi is the total momentum of the center of mass, and q = ki -'Upi
is the relative speed of the neutron and atom.

The change of variables

k.. = kf - API(l + p) (130)

and integration over dkn, reduces 128 to

df (ki, Q,:., pi) = ibq dQcm. (131)
2ir(i + 11)2

The scattering cross section from an atom with momentum pi is

dor ki, Qm, pi) = A ibq 12 dg2cm7 (132)
12ir(l + Z)2

and the total scattering cross section from an atom with momentum pi is

a(kipi = 4rA ibq 2 12, (133)
127r(l A)

where A is the neutron wave front area.
Total cross section for atom at rest. In the case pi = 0, the cross section

(132) becomes

bki 2
dor (ki, 92.m, pi = o = A 127r(l + IZ)2 I dncm (134)
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because in that case q = ki. Integration over dQ,,,, gives total cross section of
scattering from atom at rest

bki 2

o (ki, pi = 0) -- 47rA I 27r(l + [t)2 (135)

Total cross section for scattering from monatomic gas. To get cross section
for scattering from monatornic gas at temperature T we must average 132) over
pi with Maxwellian distribution (108)

do, ki, Q, T) f d3piM ( ' ) A I Iq 12 Mc, (136)
2T 2.7r(1 + j2

If area A does not depend on neutron energy, then the total cross section is

Or(ki, T = 47rA ib 12 d3pi ( p 32 eXP

12-70 + tt)2 2-7rT 2T X

2 2

x (k 2 2p? = 47rA (21zT) 3 + ki (137)
i d IL 2ir(I +,U)2 2 2pT

It is seen that the cross section grows linearly with icrease of the temperature.
However, it is not this cross section which is measured in the experiment. In

the experiment the probability of neutron scattering from gas sample of width
d and density No is measured. This probability is proportional to the flight time
tf = d1ki of the neutron through the sample, and to the number v(kipi of
collisions per unit time, which in its turn is proportional to No, and to relative
velocity q = I k - Api So, the full probability of a single neutron scattering in
the sample is

d 2
W NoT- d 3Piqo,(kipi)M ppi

2T

After substitution of 133) in the case of constant A, we obtain an expression,
which grows at high temperatures o T 3/2. Experiment shows that the growth
is only cc T1/2. It means that A = elq2 with constant a. With such A
the total scattering probability after change of variables p = pilV'2TIu and
k, kiIV2AT becomes

4ra b 2 2 _P2) Vk�
W = Nod ;�3-/2k-, 2-7r(l + p)2 J P dpdQ exp P),.
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Thus, the experimentally measured cross section a,,p = WINod should be com-
pared with the theoretical one

4.7ra b 2 2
P dpdQ exp _P2) VI -(k�- p)�2. (138)

'eff = �73/2k, 2ir(l + 1)2 1

The integral at the right-hand side is

00
4,7r 2 P2)q( < k+

I k, I pdp{[p(3kr
0

+ k,[3�2 + k 210(p > k,)j exp(_P2)
r

E,

2-7r dp2[p(3k 2 +P2) - kr(V + k 2)]e _P2 +
Tk r r r

0

00

+ f dp2k'[3�2 + kr2 2 -k2 +(k i[l + 22j-D(kr))e re V'
kr 2

0

Thus, the cross section 138 is

O'eff =4 - b 12 e-k2 + N1:W[1 + 2kr],D(kr)
ir vricrkr 2-7r(I + t2 2kr

'It coincides with the standard expression (III), if a = [27r(l +p)] 2 because

k = VfE-,.

We can also show that the differential cross section in this case does also

coincide with the standard one (1 1 0). For that we replace

dO q +,4)2 d3k2,5(k 2/2 + u(ki + pi - kf )2 /2 - k2/2 - LP2 /2), 139)
q f i i

which means transition reciprocal to the one from 128) to 131). After this

replacement, we represent 134) in the form

I b 2 J(ER - + IPir-)da(ki --* kfpi = Adkf r_ _ , ( 140)27r(i it) (ki _ ""Pi,

where ER = .2/2, = ki - kf, and = k2/2 - kf2/2.
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In 140) we can integrate over dkf, then we obtain differential scattering
cross section

do-(ki, 92f pi) = Ad 3kf 12 x
Y7�r(l+ -�)

(/,tP ± IIL2(Pn)2 -42p2 + (k - tp,)2 ) 2
(I A) V(-k, �-yp- (141)J2 pp,)2'12(pn)2 y2P2 + k

where n is a unit vector, pointing into direction of kf scattered neutron.
In the case of A = a/q2, the probability of neutron scattering in the sample

to the state kf, averaged over Maxwellian distribution, is equal to

d 3 b 2
dW, (ki -� kf , T) = N - ced kf 2ir(I +,a) xki 1

3 1 3/2 P2 12,,Tj(ER_ Pr
x f d (2-7raT) e- ), 142)

where p = upi, and we used 140). After integration over d 3p, we obtain the
cross section

12ad3 kf b (ER - 2)
do,,f f (k - kf , T = � exp (143)

kinV2--7rpT 27r(l +,a) 4ERT

identical to (1 10), if c = (27r(l +,a)]2.

5.3. An Alternative Calculation. Catastrophe in Quantum Mechanics.
Earlier we considered probability aplitude 131) calculated in the center-of-
mass coordinate system. It means that the argument of 6-function in 128) was
represented in the form 129), and after change of variables 130) and integration
over dk,,,,,,, we obtained 131) and the cross section 132). Transition from the
cm system to laboratory one was performed with reciprocal transformation 139),
which led to 140), and after integration over dkf - to 141).

Now we proceed differently. We integrate 128) directly over dkf. Then we
obtain probability amplitude of scattering into direction Of of the wave vector
kf in laboratory coordinate system

f (k - kf pi) = dkf ib J(k2 +p(k +pi - kf) - k - pi

ir f

ibdQf k2df (ki, Of pi) = f (144)
27r Jkf (1 + A) - inPl'
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where
kf - LPn ± Ig (Pn) I A + (k - ApJ2 > 0, (145)

+U

P = ki +pi, and n is the unit vector pointing into direction f With the help
of the amplitude 144) we obtain the scattering cross section

I 12

do-(kjOfp- = df2fA XT7�( + p2

(jLPn V�P(Pn)2 - L2p2 + (k - Lpj2

X 1/)I(pn)2 -Ulp2 + (k - pp,)21 (146)

Now we can make transformation

d. jLPn + V/,U2(Pn)2 - t2p2 + (k - �pij 2

2(1 + A)2VA2(Pn)2 - t2p2 + (k - tLp,)2

d3kf 6(k2 + A(ki + pi - kf )2 - k - gp2), 147)f

which is reciprocal to the one, used in 144). Then we obtain

2 b 2 J(ER - W + AKPJ
du (ki ---+ k f pi) = Ad'kf k f 27r /,a2(Pn)2 - M1p2 + (ki - ftpJ2 (148)

We can replace ,/p2(Pn)2 - A2p2 + (ki - ApJ2 in denominator by (1 +
A)kf - pPnI, multiply it by kf, replace pikf by piki - pin, and substitute
according to the argument of the 6-function upiki ER. After some
rearrangement Eq. 148) becomes

do-(ki = Ad 3 3 b 12 6(ER - W + AKPJ
kj, pi) kjk f 1 (149)

27r Is - pw - Akipil

where s = k2/2 + k2 /2. We see that this expression strongly differs from 140).f
If we substitute A = alq , introduce number v(ki kf) of collisions per unit
time, which give scattering from ki to kf, and flight time tf = d1ki through the
sample, and average over distribution of pi. Then we obtain the effective cross
section

do,.ff (ki, kf , T)

a 2 6(ER - + Apjd3 3 3P,
- kjk, -P(pi)d (150)
ki 2ir Ik -upills - p - Lkipil'
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5.3.1. Scattering from the Atom at Rest. As an exercise let us consider the
case P(pi = bpi). In this case expression (150) becomes

a 3 3 b I' E, - w)
do-'f f (ki, -� kf pi 0 -d kf k (151)

k? f 27r S - P'W

To find the total cross section we first integrate over angles and obtain

do-.ff (ki, - kf , pi 0 = 2ira k4dkf I b 12 ((IUS WI < jukikf). (152)
Tk 3 f 27r -

After change of variables kf kix we obtain the integral

, 12 4dx47ra X
O'eff (ki, pi = 0 = � -

p( + p) 27r X2 +

4-7ra I b 12 (8,42 (I _ J,2)3/2 arctan IL (153)
27r(I + IL)2 3 A (Vj- -- p 2 ) I

where -y = (I - A1(1 + p). This expression differs from 135), where for
comparison A a/k? should be substituted. The difference can be described by
the factor

1 (8tL2 + ( - 2)3/2
C('U) Tj +,U)2 3 arctan VI-1 -- tL2

This difference is the first evidence of the catastrophe, because it shows that there
is an ambiguity in definition of the cross section. This ambiguity is the result of
definition of probability as a square of probability amplitude.

5.3.2. Scattering from the'Maxwellian Gas. Now we take Ppi) to be
Maxwellian. Substitution of (108) into (150) gives

du,�ff (ki, -� kf , T = a 3 kf kf3 I b 12 f A 32 X
ki 27r 2-7rT

) d3p, J(ER W + KPi)
exp (-p Pi (154)

2T 1k - tLpills - pw - kipil'

In the integral we can change variables p = tpi and integrate over one component
of p along n. Then we obtain the result

do,,�ff (ki, - kf , T)

ced3kf I b 12 (K2, W S,
exp F (1:55)

Kki V2-7rjzT 27r 4ERT
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which has an additional factor F(.2, w, s) comparing to (I IO)
(K2, W, ) 3 1 d 2pL ( p2

exp _ _L (156)
f 2.7ruT 2,uT jkj-pjjs-Aw-kjpj

To calculate this factor we represent ki as k, + k I where

(ki.)K w + tc 2/2
k, = � = � �r.'

K2 K2

and k I k = Then

P)2 + 2 /2 _ + ER)2
(ki +(k, -pi) 2 -

K2

IK 2(1 + ,)2 + (ki- P, )2
4

and
s - pw - kip = s - pw - W + 212)(w - ER) k I p

K2

Substitution into 156) and change of variables q = p I - k gives

F(K2, W S f d 2q exp (q + k- ) 2 x

27r/jT 2jzT )

40
x f (157)

NFr_2�(J t2 �+4q2�1(W + r2/2)(1 + p) + 2 I j

It is easy to see that this integral diverges at the point 2k q = -(w+r. 2/2 (I +
This divergence, in principle, can be eliminated with the help of imaginary part,
which will be needed to satisfy unitarity condition. However, this imaginary part
does not solve the main problem - the difference of two probabilities, which is
seen in the case of scattering on a free atom at rest, where divergence is absent.

5.3.3 A way to Solve the Contradiction. Our contradiction arises because of
the continuous spectrum of angular distribution

0 = I f (n)dQ exp (iksjr). (158)

27r

No contradiction would appear, if the angular distribution would be discrete.
It suggests an idea o replace the integral in (158) with the integral sum

N N

E f (Qj)JQj exp (ikn, r) E j exp (ikn, r), (159)
j=1 j=1
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where discrete amplitudes F = f (Qj) 5nj are introduced. In such a represen-
tation the probability of scattering into the angle nj is I j 12, and probability of
scattering into the angular interval covering 2n elements j - n < j < i + n
around some direction QjI is

ji +n
dWn(nj1) IF12 �� Wj1AQ'

j=jl -n

where we denoted

ji +n

An = E Jnj ; 2n5Qjj, Wil = If(Qj1)I2jnj1'

j=jl -n

and supposed that W are almost constant in the interval j - n < j j + n.
Transformation of the integral to the sum can be made with an arbitrary

choice of Qj and bQj. So we can make a step in style of quantization, i.e. we
can require all the aplitude elements j = f (Qj)5Qj to be equal. It means that
we introduce a quantum of the area f8n f (Q)dQ. In the center-of-mass reference
frame, where f (Q) is constant, such a requirement means an introduction of
quantum of the angular interval or ucertainty JO. Below we discuss what value
this quantum can be of.

When we transform from one reference frame to the other, we see a deforma-
tion of both f (Q) and SO, however, the amplitude elements F(Q) = f (O)JQ and
the number of such elements in the whole integral fr f (Q)d!Q remain te same.
Therefore, if we take some amount of amplitude elements in the center-of-mass.
reference frame, square every element, and after that transform to the laboratory
reference frame. Then we obtain the same amount of the squared elements in
the laboratory frame, and they will be confined in some angular interval. If we
transform from center of mass to laboratory frame without squaring the ampli-
tude elements, and square them only after the transformation, we obtain the same
number of squared elements in'the same angular interval as before. It means that
our result is completely invariant under Galilean transformation. Therefore we
have the full right to use center-of-mass reference frame without a danger to get
an ambiguous result after changing of the reference frame.

52.4 A Value of the Scattering Amplitude Quantum. According to (I 3 1 we
have

ibq
f (921,M) 2,7r(l + Z)2' (160)

Therefore the scattering amplitude element is

F(Qm) ibq JO. (161)
27r(I + 1#2
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Probability of scattering into some interval of solid angle A = n6 is

)12 = bq 2
Aw = nIF(Qc,,, O 27r(l + p)2 I 5Q) AQ, (162)

the differential scattering cross section becomes

do, Aw I bq 2
- = A - - AJQ, (163)
dQ A 2-7r(I IL)

and we immediately obtain that to get dIdQ = lb 12/(l + A2' we must put

I q 2
2,7r(1 + y I AJ = . (164)

It means that the angular quantum JQ correlates with the wave packet cross area

A! This correlation is very important because it even solves another contradiction.

5.3.5. The Contradiction Related to Ultracold Neutrons Anomaly. Ultracold

neutrons (UCN) are the neutrons, which can be stored in closed bottles. Their

energy is less than the optical potential of the bottle walls, and they are totally

reflected from the walls at any incidence angle, because their reflection coefficient

is equal to unity:

k i Vu�__kT 2
JR12 = _L � = 1. (165)

k + i -fu�k

However, 165) is valid only for real potentials uO = 4Nob, i.e. real scattering

amplitudes b. The amplitude b = - ib" is a complex number, which always

contains a negative imaginary part = ko-1/47r were oj is a loss cross sec-

tion, which includes absorption, cr,,, and inelastic scattering, Oinel, cross sections.

Therefore the reflection coefficient JR 12 is always less than unity by amount

IL = - R12 = 2 VI k-L (166)

bl � uk�j)

which is called a loss coefficient, where b is a real part of the scattering amplitude.

Measurement of the storage time of the UCN in closed vessels had shown

that the loss coefficient can be two orders of magnitude larger than the theoreti-

cally predicted one. This discrepancy was labelled <<UCN anomaly)>, and all the

attempts to explain it were unsuccessful. At last a hypothesis was proposed that

the neutron is described by a wave packet 41, which in the Fourier decomposi-

tion contains waves with such wave vectors p, that p 2 > uO. These waves can

overcome the potential barrier of the vessel walls. The fraction of such waves in

the wave packet spectrum determines the probability of UCN penetration through
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the walls. To explain the anomaly it was necessary to suppose that the wave
packet is sufficiently large, i.e. its area A in the case of UCN is of the order of
I mm 2. The dimensions of faster neutrons can decrease with energy according to
the formula A = eA 2 , however, the parameter a, which is of the order of Z:� 109,
should be constant.

Earlier we used expression 25) for the cross section cr = Aw, where the
probability of scattering w is approximately lb 12/A2 . To get agreement with the
cross section = 47rlbl', we must accept that A :t; A 2, i.e. a zz� 1. It contradicts
to ce ;�� 109. Of course, we can suppose that it is the product bl2a, which we call
lb 12. So JbJ2 = 1612a. However, in the case of large a we have small < b, and
since determines the height of the optical potential, it becomes many order of
magnitude lower than experimental one. Thus we have a contradiction between
dimensions of the neutron wave packet and the height of the optical potential.

Now, when we found that the scattering probability contains the angular
quantum 6Q, and this quantum can be very small, the above contradiction becomes
resolved. The cross section contains the product f the large parameter A and the
small parameter 5ce, and they can compensate each other.

CONCLUSION

Simple consideration of a scattering process shows a contradiction hidden
in the standard approach. On one side, we use plane waves as eigenstates of a
particle, and, on the other side, describe scattered particles with spherical waves,
which are not even solutions of the free Schr6dinger equation. Rigorous approach,
which resolves this contradiction, creates another one. With this approach we can
calculate only dimensionless probabilities of scattering, while for interpretation
of experiments we need cross sections with dimensions of area. To resolve this
second contradiction and to get cross sections instead of dimensionless probabil-
ities, we have to introduce some front area of the wave function for the incident
particle. Thus, we arrive at wave packets, and must describe scattering process
with wave packets instead of plane waves. However, after that we arrive at the
third contradiction: the wave packets scatter alike plane waves, and scattering
does not depend on whether the scatterer crosses the wave packet or not. This
contradiction is a result of linearity of the quantum mechanics. To resolve the
third contradiction we must introduce a nonlinearity to assure that scattering takes
place only when the scatterer is inside the front area of the wave packet. However,
even with this hypothesis in mind, we have the fourth contradiction: the probabil-
ity of scattering is an ambiguous value, which depends on a way of calculation.
To resolve this fourth contradiction we are to quantize the process of scattering.
This quantization leads to substitution of angular integrals with discrete integral
sums. It is amazing that resolution of the fourth contradiction simultaneously
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resolves the fifth contradiction, which relates dimensions of neutron wave packets
with the height of the optical potential of materials. The last result proves that a
valuable truth is contained in our investigations.
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HrHaToim�i B. K. E4-2004-45

KaTaC`Fpo�a B KBaHTOB09 mexaHHKe

AHajiH3HpyeTCR CTaHaapTHaA TeOPH31 pacceAHH31 (CTP B Hepeji31T11B1fCTCKOi!

KBaHTOBOA mexaffliKe (KM). BCKPLIBalOTCA HOT1413opeqHA CTP. 06cy>r'1jaeTCA FIPA-

moA cioco6 Bbl�imcjief-114A BepoATHocTii pacceAHH3i 6e3 np14BJ1eqeHHA KHel[Horo o6,b-

ema. rOKa3aHO, ITO o6OCHOBaH"e CTP B Hay9HOA mTepaType Hey6ea11TejiJHO. 3jia-

raeTCA n]HaA TeOPHA pacce3lHHA BIHOBbIX riaKeTOB Ha �HKCHPOMHHOM UeHTpe

H AeMOHCTPHpyeTcA ee CXOACTBO C TeopHeA pacceAH11A noCKHX BOJIH. HccjieQyeTCA

pacceMie HeATPOHOB Ha aHoaToMHOM ra3e H yKa3blBalOTC31 B03HHKa1OUJHe 11P14 3TOM

npo6iiembi. 06Hapy)KeHa KaTacTpo�HHeCl(aq HeORH03HaqHOCT B onpeaeneHHH ceqe-
HIIA pacceAHHA. 06cy>uaeTCA cnoco6 npeoqojieHMA 3TOA HeOAH03HaLIHOCTH.

Pa6OTa Bb]FIOJIHeHa B a6opaTopi1H HeRTPOHHOil 4MMKII iim. M. M. Dpalif(a
ORAM.

Coo6LUCHHC 06-bcaP1HCHHoro ;IHCTH-ryTa AACPHbIX [4CCACAOBaHWi. )jy6Ha, 2004

Ignatovich V. K. E4-2004-45
A Catastrophe in Quantum Mechanics

The standard scattering theory (SST) in nonrelativistic quantum mechanics (QM)
is analyzed. Self-contradictions of SST are deconstructed A direct way to calculate
scattering probability without introduction of a finite volume is discussed. Substantia-
tion of SST in textbooks with the help of wave packets is shown to be incomplete.
A complete theory of wave packet scattering on a fixed center is presented, and its
similarity to the plane wave scattering is demonstrated. The neutron scattering
on a monatomic gas is investigated, and several problems are pointed out.
A catastrophic ambiguity of the cross section is revealed, and a way to resolve this am-
biguity is discussed.

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics,
JINR.
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